TIMBERWISE
Case Study: Pizza Hut, Peterborough
The Pizza Hut story started in the UK in 1973 with the opening of their first
restaurant. Now over 30 years later they have over 700 restaurants in the UK and
employ more than 20,000 people.

A cut away section of
a resin extension

Timberwise became involved with Pizza Hut when we were contacted by a team of
structural engineers in Birmingham to advise on a solution for a timber decay
problem at the Pizza Hut restaurant in Peterborough.
The unusual construction of the
building has its roots in North
American design with 6 huge timber
‘A’ frames providing the main
structure for the building. The timbers
which measure are 650mm x 180mm
are made from 14 sections of soft
wood laminated together to form the
large sections of timber.

Ready for the resin
extension

Pizza Hut Peterborough

In recent years Wet Rot decay had
been found in several of the exposed
beam ends which are exposed to the elements of the British weather. At the time
seven of the twelve exposed beam ends had been repaired by a local contractor but
sadly the Wet Rot had returned.

Moving the extension
into position

The brief from Pizza Hut was simple: Remove the risk of further fungal decay
attacking beams forever. The solution that Timberwise proposed was to form a new
solid resin extension that would use steel bars and resin to form the bond between
the existing wood and the extension.
The legs were cut back in a difficult and time consuming operation to allow the solid
resin extensions to be fixed in to position. Despite the removal and refixing of the
glazed frontage the outlet continued trading with minimum disturbance..
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The end result is that the building benefits from having sympathetically restored
timbers to the exterior and that the new resin engineered struts will ensure that the
‘A’ frames will be kept decay free and in good condition for years to come.
To learn more about timber engineering the Timberwise way visit www.timberwise.co.uk
or call 0800 99 11 00

The finished job
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